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About This Game

Haprokon - the endless economy simulation.

When You play a city simulation, You like the nice graphics and the possibility to watch every step of every inhabitant of Your
city?

Then You're completely wrong here.

You, however, like the management part of a simulation and to build increasingly complicated production chains to offer many
different goods to Your spoiled population?

Then Haprokon is the game for You!

Handel (= Trade): Buy desperately needed goods or sell the ones that would otherwise make Your storage burst.
Produktion (= Production): Produce goods on plantations, farms, in mines and factories.

Konsum (= Consumption): Watch, as Your population consumes Your goods and becomes happier - And happy people pay
more money!

---

25 different population levels
Satisfy the different levels of Your population to upgrade them and unlock the new demands for new goods.

But it's a long way from a homeless worker to a buoyant CEO!
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---

227 different goods
Whether fruit, vegetables, complete dishes, drinks, clothes or luxury goods - Each of these 227 goods needs to be produced,

farmed or mined.
There's a lot to produce from apples to lemonade!

 ---

---

Everything is drawn by hand. With love. Or something like that
"But dude, why is this sooo ugly?"

I would call it art... but well.

---

Please note:
There is no pretty graphics here. But a lot to manage! You like the challenge? Then welcome to Haprokon ;)
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